
Directions: 

The conference will be held at the East Campus of University of Science and 
Technology of China (USTC). The nearest airport is Hefei Xinqiao International 
Airport. Hefei is also linked to many big cities in China such as Beijing, Shanghai, 
Wuhan, Nanjing by high speed trains.  

More information of Hefei can be found at: 
https://www.travelchinaguide.com/cityguides/anhui/hefei/ 

1. How to get USTC or FengDa Grand Hotel from Hefei Xinqiao Airport 

Hefei Xinqiao airport is about 40 km from the East Campus of USTC or FengDa 
Grand Hotel.  The best way to go from the airport to USTC and the hotel is taking 
a taxi. There are plenty of taxis waiting at the airport. No waiting and no 
reservation. The cost is $20-25. 

2. How to get USTC or FengDa Grand Hotel from Hefei Railway stations 

There are two railway stations at Hefei, Hefei station and Hefei South (Hefei Nan) 
station. Hefei South station is closer to FengDa Grand Hotel and the East Campus 
of USTC than Hefei station. The best way to go from the Railway stations is taking 
a taxi. The cost is about  $3 and $5 from Hefei South station and Hefei station, 
respectively. 

3. Transportation between USTC and FengDa Grand Hotel 

We will provide shuttle bus transportation from FengDa Grand Hotel to the 
workshop venue in the mornings before the starting time of the workshop and in 
the evenings after the dinners. The participants can take Taxi between the hotel 
and the workshop venue in other time. The taxi fare is about 20 CNY or $3. 
 
Please send me to FengDa Grand Hotel, thank you. 
请把我送到丰大国际大酒店（合肥市经开区繁华大道），谢谢! 
 

Please send me to the East Campus of University of Science and Technology of 
China, thank you. 
请把我送到科大东区金寨路门，谢谢! 
 

Please send me to Hefei Xinqiao airport, thank you. 
请把我送到合肥新桥机场，谢谢! 
 

Please send me to Hefei railway station, thank you. 
请把我送到合肥火车站，谢谢! 
 

Please send me to Hefei South (Hefei Nan) railway station, thank you. 
请把我送到合肥火车南站，谢谢! 

 
Receipt, please. 
请给我发票，谢谢！ 
 

联系人/Contact: 唐泽波/Zebo Tang  (+86)152-5699-3595 


